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Assisting Coordination during Crisis: A Domain Ontology
based Approach to Infer Resource Needs from Tweets

ABSTRACT
Ubiquitous social media during crises provides citizen reports on
the situation, needs and supplies. Previous research extracts
resource needs directly from the text (e.g. “Power cut to Coney
Island and Brighton beach” indicates a power need). This
approach assumes that citizens derive and write about specific
needs from their observations, properly specified for the
emergency response system, an assumption that is not consistent
with general conversational behavior. In our study, Twitter1
messages (tweets) from Hurricane Sandy in 2012 clearly indicate
power blackouts, but not their probable implications (e.g. loss of
power to hospital life support systems). We use a domain model
to capture such interdependencies between resources and needs.
Using semantic web technology, we represent these dependencies
in an ontology that specifies the functional association between
resources. Accurate interpretation of resource need/supply also
depends on the location of a message. We show how inference
based on a domain model combined with location detection and
interpretation in the social data can enhance situational awareness,
e.g., predicting a medical emergency before it is reported as
critical.

Keywords
Crisis Response, Crisis Response Co-ordination, Domain Model,
Semantic Inference, Social Media for Emergency Management
(SMEM).

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of social media, especially Twitter, during crises (such as
Hurricane Sandy in the U.S. in 2012 and Typhoon Haiyen in the
Philippines in 2013) promises to revolutionize situational
awareness in the emergency response community. Citizens serve
as sensors [17], sharing information about the changing state of
affairs and needs. Prior research applies information filtering and
extraction techniques directly to the reported observation content
to identify those that may assist the response activities [1,2,3,7].
However, explicit content is often incomplete due to unstated
common ground among participants [11], and other constraints
such as the 140 character limit for tweets. According to
established conversational maxims [18], explicit content
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appropriately provides only new information. For example, while
many tweets identify power blackouts, citizens do not identify the
implications of power blackouts for each hospital. Newspapers
however, document the resulting hospital compromise during
Hurricane Sandy: http://j.mp/2Hospitals. We focus on two related
problems: 1) Recognizing resource compromise early (here to the
medical system), and 2) Identifying geo-location of resources in
messages.
Limitation of explicit tweet content is recognized and vocabulary
tags are recommended in [4] for message creation but this can
burden citizens who are likely unfamiliar with the professional
work of emergency practice. Alternatively, the identification of
relevant messages for human review can be improved
substantially with computational approaches to filter and augment
the Twitter data. Role of ontology is acknowledged in [4] but they
do not mine the implications of resource inter-dependencies. We
consider semantic knowledge bases, DBpedia [12] and crisis
ontology (discussed in section 2), to include causal links (e.g.
between power and medical resources) and infer the location of
resource.
Location information can also assist in the screening of social
media traffic, but like the rest of tweet content, requires
interpretation with background knowledge. Geo-referenced data
to anchor tweets to a map is used in [16], thereby providing the
implicit context necessary for making the content actionable.
However, their solution faces a severe limitation, as most tweets
do not contain geo-location metadata. For example, out of 4
million tweets we collected during first week of Hurricane Sandy,
only 20% of the tweets from the Hurricane Sandy data had geolocation information from tweet metadata (location from source
device sensor or author profile). Consistent with [19] we found
that location information may appear in text, e.g. “Manassas
opens pet friendly shelter: City of Manassas VA will open a
shelter for Hurricane Sandy victims”. However, the indication of
location requires interpretation, which becomes particularly
apparent for recipients unfamiliar with the area, e.g., references to
street names or local stores, such as “The Home Depot in
Manahawkin”. While [7] aims to locate the twitterer, we aim to
locate resources. Geo-locations from tweet metadata are used in
[1,5] but they do not consider location information from the tweet
text. Location in text using machine learning techniques are
discussed in [9], but without our emphasis on interpretation. We
also focus on the text to identify the location but we exploit
DBpedia [12] to identify the named locations in order to identify
landmarks, hospitals, parks, etc.
Our main objective is to exploit and augment the natural patterns
in social media crisis response, in order to infer compromise
earlier than it is stated, and render the corpus more accessible to

and informative for the emergency response community. The main
contributions of this study are:
1.

Demonstration of how can domain knowledge models
of resources, during crisis response, capture the interdependencies between resources (section 2.1)

2.

Identification and annotation of tweet metadata and
text-based location information to assist domain-model
based inference in crisis response (section 2.2)

3.

The potential to identify resource scarcity or seeking
behavior due to possible correlation with the inclusion
of text-based location content. (section 3.2)

Next, we present our approach to model interdependent resources
and location identification from tweet text.

2. APPROACH
We use the Twitter Streaming API to collect tweets and further
process them for resource detection and location detection. We
annotate the tweet combining standard Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques with a domain model and semantic
web content.

2.1 Resource Detection
A resource detection module identifies resources (e.g. food, water,
power), using a focused top-down approach. Alternatively, using
a bottom-up approach, the data drive the extraction of an ontology
using machine learning techniques (Imran et al., 2013). Using a
broad top-down approach, domain experts provide a hierarchical
classification scheme that includes class relationships e.g., the
Management Of A Crisis (MOAC) vocabulary [14] and the
Humanitarian Exchange Language (HXL) [13]. Though less
vulnerable to bias in the data relative to the bottom-up approach,
the top-down approach faces the daunting challenge of modeling
the entire domain. Our crisis ontology is more focused, containing
43 concepts and 45 relationships2. We spot the entities in tweet
text for the entity set of concepts in the domain model. Tweets are
annotated with the crisis ontology that includes the relationship
between power, medical, and food/water resources.

Moreover, detailed location information must be situated within a
city, county, and state. While this is “common knowledge” for the
local responder, non-local personnel often assist in large-scale
crises.
First we use the Stanford NER [15] to detect location content
from tweet text. Next we determine, via query, whether the
identified location is part of the locations list in the DBpedia
ontology. DBpedia includes both global locations as well as
information for well-known hospitals, parks, buildings, etc., that
people often mention while tweeting and that may not otherwise
be covered by a geo-location ontology. Using this two-fold
approach we ensure that the text identified by the Stanford NER is
a true location. For example, the following tweet is annotated with
two locations:
Evacuation in progress at Bellevue Hospital in New York City has
begun. Their power generator has 1 hour left. #hurricane #sandy
#nyc #nypd
http://dbpedia.org/resource/New_York_City,
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Bellevue_Hospital_Center
We traverse the DBpedia ontology to situate Bellevue Hospital.
We annotate both text location and tweet metadata location. We
use the term ‘affected region’ in the following discussion to
consider the locations of crisis affected regional states, in this
case, New York, Virginia, Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, North Carolina, South Carolina.

2.3 Evaluation
Evaluation requires comparison against a standard, which is a
challenge of this new area of crisis computing. To emulate this
standard, we compared our text location methods to the ratings of
three independent research assistants on a subset of 1000 tweets
that contained either text or tweet metadata location indicators, or
both, using the following prompts:



is_text_location_relavant — Given the embedded text
location identified by our technique, is that semantically
relevant for the message context of the tweet (0 or 1).



is_seeker — Whether a tweet mentions scarcity of
resource (0 or 1).



is_supplier — Whether a tweet mentions availability of
a resource (0 or 1).

2.2 Location Detection
Consider the resource identification in the tweet “American Red
Cross & City of Nashua Have Opened Shelter In Response to
Hurricane Sandy”. Understanding “Nashua” is critical to the
utility of this tweet. We exploit two methods for the specification
of actionable location: existing metadata with Tweet and location
information embedded in tweet text. The Twitter API provides
device sensor location (in form of geo-coordinates) as well as the
location of an author profile in the metadata. We query author
profile location with Google Maps API [20] to get co-ordinates of
author location consistent with the techniques followed in [17].
However, the source identified in tweet metadata may not be in
the affected crisis region. Furthermore, the geo coordinates in
tweet metadata still require an interpretation in terms of place
name in order to render the tweet actionable.
Our aim is to locate resources, a problem that is more directly
related to assisting responders than identifying the location of a
person, as in [7]. Responders need to know whether a named
location is country, state, county, or a specific street in a city.
2
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Table 1: Tweets related to specific resource and location types

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we review some of the key findings for our full corpus of 4
million hurricane Sandy related tweets crawled during the period
of 27th Oct to 4th Nov, 2012, addressing how the population
naturally uses Twitter in the articulation of resources and location,
and how we might exploit these patterns of usage. Frequency
counts of respective resources and identified location types appear
in Table 1.

3.1 Inferring compromise from tweet content
The frequency of power related tweets is much greater than the
frequency of medical tweets, or even food and water related
tweets. Moreover, people rarely (less than 1% of the time) make
the explicit link between compromise to the power grid and the
consequences to medical, food, and water resources.
From a sample of 1.4 million tweets collected between the 29th
and 30th of October 2012, we found 50 tweets that reported a
blackout well before the 21 tweets that reported hospital
evacuation. Table 2 illustrates the trend from general powerrelated comments to specific comments about the compromised
hospital. Tweets confirm the power outage at midnight, yet the
report of hospital compromise appears three hours later, at 3:00
a.m. the next day. Domain knowledge permits the inference about
hospital compromise as soon as the power outage is confirmed,
either due to direct consequences to the hospital power or the
consequence of power outage to the surrounding community [21].
Table 2: Timeline of medical/power emergency tweets about event
(http://j.mp/2Hospitals)

WM = Tweet metadata location doesn’t fall in affected region,
non-M = Tweet metadata locations were not available
T = Text location falls in affected region,
WT = Text location doesn’t fall in affected region
non-T = Text locations were not identified.
We obtained 88% accuracy (agreement) for identifying location
from text. That is, in 88 cases out of 100 human labelers
considered the text location semantically relevant. The following
example illustrates the potential for error: “Hurricane Sandy
projected to slam into New England coast... binders of woman
seek shelter”. This tweet was identified as having the location
New_England, Australia. This happens because of location name
ambiguity (New England exists in USA and Australia), which is
not addressed in this paper.
Next we separated the 1000 tweets into two subsets: those inside
and those outside the area of interest. We partitioned these subsets
according to their consistency with the metadata, allowing us to
examine the correlation between tweet metadata and text location.
Table 3 illustrates the conditions for communicating location in
text.
Tweets are more likely to contain location information when tweet
metadata information is missing or indicates origination from
outside the affected area.
Table 4: Text and tweet metadata location comparison

3.2 Inferring location from tweet content
As shown in the Table 1, the ability to infer location from text
increases location information over tweet metadata information by
approximately 50%. To study this location dynamics we
considered the sample of 1000 tweets having either metadata or
text location from the above categories (food/water, medical,
Table 3: Comparison of affected region’s text and tweet metadata
locations
Total tweets = 1000

Text indicator
in affected
region (T) =
340

Missing or
misleading text
indicator
(NT) = 660

Metadata location in
Affected Region (M) = 248

27

221

Missing or misleading
Metadata location
information (NM)= 752

313

439

power, and shelter).
Interpretation of rows and columns in the table 3 is as follows: M
= AM, NM = WM + non-M, T = AT, and NT = WT + non-T;
Where, each of the following mentions total number of tweets forAM = Tweet metadata location falls in affected region,

Location
source

Total
tweets

Total tweets with
location in affected
region

Total tweets with
location not in
affected region

Text

517

340 (66%)

177 (34%)

Metadata

313

238 (43%)

323 (57%)

Finally, we examined only those tweets that included location
information (either text or tweet metadata or both) (see Table 4).
This includes T along with a portion of the subset NT, removing
any tweets that had no location identifiers. Table 4 shows that in
almost 66% of cases, when text location was mentioned in a
tweet, it was mentioning a location from the affected crisis region.
However only 43% of time, were tweets with tweet metadata
location consistent with the crisis affected region. This suggests
that mention of text location is more reliable than the tweet
metadata location to locate a resource need/supply in the affected
region. This observation is somewhat unexpected, and emphasizes
the need for text interpretation.
We note some additional patterns below in the specification of
location information in tweets. We queried for tweets annotated
with resource, specific text locations and stores like home depot,
Walmart etc. We found tweets where people are offering a
resource or reporting resource scarcity and location information
suggesting the area of interest. Below we have considered an
electric generator as the resource to be located.
Independent of the source of location information (tweet text, or
device sensor or profile metadata) understanding the tweet still
requires the background knowledge of a geo-ontology such as
DBPedia. It implies that tweet metadata location will give us the
geo-coordinates but we need to map the coordinates to an
ontology such that city/state or country can be inferred. The

absence of useful specificity persists with text location. Consider
the following Tweet and detected location:

identification of seeker/supplier content subject to subsequent
computational analysis.

I have a brand new 5500 watt generator for sale, local pickup in
Monmouth county #sandy #ocean #generator #ocean
#frankenstorm #nyc,

Conclusion and Future Work

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Monmouth_County,_New_Jersey
The implication is that the generator is located at site of the tweet
origins in the presence of nearby power outage, although the
precise location still requires further exchange to establish a
pickup location. In the following tweet, we note the persisting
need to interpret “Home Depot in Manahawkin” in order to
recover location information.
Picking up a gas can at Home Depot in Manahawkin and some
guy told me there was a fist fight over a generator there
yesterday! #hurricane
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Manahawkin,_New_Jersey
The above tweet is also interesting because it exemplifies a
mismatch between information in the tweet metadata (i.e., user
profile) and the episode in question. Users do not stay in one
place. This episode did not likely occur in the location associated
with the user’s profile, and we don’t know where he was when he
wrote the tweet, or how this timing related to the timing of the
episode. This elevates the importance of relying on text content
for location inference.
The next example suggests a relationship between the availability
of location information in the text and the articulation of resources
and needs.
@terrence_j_r Turkey Hill on Harford St in #MilfordPA has a
generator so they can pump gas and sell various sundries.
#hurricane,
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Turkey_Hill_%28Linthicum_Heights,
_Maryland%29,
This tweet suggests a potential relationship between very specific
tweet location content and resource seekers or suppliers.
Table 5: Affected region text location with exploratory analysis of
seeker/supplier behavior.
Total tweets with locations
in text = 517

With affected
region text
location (340)

Without affected
region text location
(177)

With seeker supplier and
with location = 89

64 (72%)

25 (28%)

Without seeker supplier
but having location = 428

276 (64%)

152 (36%)

To explore the relationship between the articulation of resources
and needs with location, Table 5 further analyzes the 517 tweets
with text location as tabulated in Table 4. We required a majority
(2) agreement among the three judges in order to classify a tweet
as either a seeker or supplier. Though not statistically significant,
the pattern suggests a promising relationship between the mention
of seeker/supplier content and the inclusion of text that specifies
the affected region with a larger sample size. This in turn suggests
the potential of a simple location-based screening tool for the

We present an approach using a domain knowledge model for
understanding contextually interdependent resource needs
reported via social media during crisis response. We do not intend
to modify user behavior, but rather exploit the natural
communication patterns to situate the tweet in a broader context
to facilitate response. Unlike prior approaches that focused on
explicit content analysis for information filtering and extraction,
we proposed the idea of implicit content analysis using
relationships defined by ontological and domain knowledge, like
power needs leading to medical needs. This may support the early
identification of resource need, before it is articulated. Second, we
relied on domain knowledge to situate the location information,
whether or not the source was tweet metadata or text. This
supports responder action, and is particularly critical for
responders who are not local to the area affected by crisis. Third,
we suggested deference to text indicators of location in the case of
discrepancy with metadata, due to the dynamic nature of
reporting. Finally, we noted a possible correlation between the
presence of location information in the text and behavior of either
seeking or supplying of resources. This may provide a simple
screening tool for the identification of resources in social media.
Future studies can leverage these simple model-based
relationships to help manage resource demands in real-time. Our
future work includes the following directions in order to:


Exploit seeker-supplier behaviors in the tweets of the
affected crisis region



Exploit other relationships of interdependent resources



Extend text location identification and verification
methods to increase accuracy and eliminate the location
ambiguity issue noted above.
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